
Human-Machine Interaction
Automated software quality assurance is an activity that involves machines but is driven
by human users. The human provides the machine with instructions of what and how to
verify the software and the machine complies. Hence, a parasitic relationship where only
the human’s cognitive ability is used to solve testing tasks. Per definition, this relationship is
ineffective/inefficient and results in high development, execution and evolution costs.

But, what if we could push the cognitive load of testing from the human user towards the
machine? In this project we aim to achieve this by utilizing technical advances in machine-
learning and artificial intelligence to transform human-machine interaction into human-
machine mutualism where human and machine instead collaborate to solve testing tasks.

Automated Software Testing: 
From Parasitism to Mutualism

Human Instruction vs Machine Intelligence

COMPANIES I WORK WITH

Human-Machine Mutualism
• WHAT: Approaches, techniques and tools that

alleviate the cognitive load of the human user
(tester) by leveraging advanced technologies for
test generation, visualization, usage and analysis of
test results with the goal of improving test
effectiveness and efficiency.

• HOW: Development and industrial evaluation, with
a human perspective, of new, advanced, technical
solutions that enable human-machine mutualism.

• STAKEHOLDERS: Developers and testers
responsible for quality assurance of the software.

Benefits and Outcomes
• New approaches, techniques and tools that

improve the effectiveness/efficiency of automated
software testing

• Technical and humanistic solutions that include
the human into the test environment and alleviate
the human’s cognitive load

• New avenues of research that can advance
human-machine collaboration towards mutualism

• Evaluation/identification/mitigation of factors that
affect trust in, and use of, mutualistic automated
testing
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Conceive Design Develop Execute Analyse Synthesise Maintain/Evolve

Humans conceive tests based on 
perceived correct SUT behavior. Humans write tests.

Machines generate/
mutate tests from
human tests.

Humans explore
whilst the machine
repeats tests. Humans determine

correct/faulty SUT
behavior. Humans determine

correct/faulty SUT
behavior from multiple
sources gathered by
machines.

Humans re-write tests. Machines update
obvious faults. 
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Humans conceive tests
but are supported by
suggestions given by
the machine learnt by:
- Test data generators
- Crowd observation
- Historical data
- User interaction

Parts of the test
design is learnt.
(E.g. neural net) Learnt behaviors are

transformed into 
executable tests. Humans explore

together with the
machine and the
machine repeats
tests.

Domain knowledge
allow machine to
determine test
result correctness.

Analysis of large test-
data sets enable 
easier decision making
and more machine-
based decisions.

Learning enables the machine to make
better suggestions how to maintain
tests.
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GUI Test Automation
Manual testing is currently the primary approach in industry to perform system-
and acceptance-testing. To mitigate the problems and drawbacks with manual
testing, test automation has been proposed as the solution, i.e. unit testing, record
and replay, etc. However, these automation techniques have different limitations
that restrict their use for system- and acceptance test automation, or make the
automated tests costly to maintain. Hence, leaving a gap for a simple, high-level,
test automation technique for system- and acceptance-testing.

Augmented Test Automation

Human Machine Mutualism (HMM)

COMPANIES I WORK WITH

Achieving HMM in practice
• WHAT: A tool (machine) that learns how to use

and test an application through the user interface
by collaborating with the human through an
augmented user interface placed between the
actual system under test (SUT) and the user.
The human will get feedback and suggestions
from the machine through an augmented
interface and the machine will learn from user’s
actions performed on this interface.

• STAKEHOLDERS: Development and empirical
evaluation of new technical solutions that
approach test automation through emphasis on
human-machine collaboration.

• WHO: Developers and testers responsible for
quality assurance of the software.

Outcome and Benefits
• A tool that utilizes an augmented user interface to

enable ease-of-use of advanced backend
technologies that are currently out-of-scope due
to their technical prerequisites and requirements.

• Lower development and maintenance costs of
automated testing by removing the need for
scripting.

• Raised effectiveness of exploratory testing by
providing test engineers with suggestions of what
and how to test the system under test.

• Raised efficiency of test execution through
automated replay of test scenarios captured by
multiple users.

• More realistic testing through easy capture of
end-user interaction with the system under test.

- Extensive industrial experience as a 
test consultant and educator.

- Founder and developer  of tools for 
Visual GUI Testing, including 
EyeAutomate, EyeSel and EyeScout.

- Industry-Academia collaborator
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Investigating the human perspective
Automated testing brings many benefits such as improved accuracy and higher efficiency.

However, most testing tasks require an element of creativity for test design, evolution or

analysis. Hence, testing requires a human in the loop, a factor that is generally overlooked

in both academic research and industrial practice. Instead of automating everything, it is

often most beneficial to only provide automated assistance to the tester, effectively

augmenting the tester with an artificial intelligence solution.

However, how do testers experience new, smarter or intelligent testing tools and

techniques? Do they trust automatic suggestions and outcomes? Will tester efficiency

increase? Sub-projects 1 and 4 jointly investigate these questions to identify the

challenges, pitfalls and solutions to adoption, use and evolution of next generation, smarter,

software testing tools and techniques.

Tester Experience of new, smarter or intelligent 
Test Tools and Techniques

Sub-project collaboration on Human factors

Research Aims and Approach
• WHAT: Enable improved tester experience and

efficiency of new testing approaches, tools and

techniques.

• HOW: SP1 and SP4 jointly develop means to

evaluate tester experience and efficiency of new

testing techniques. Thus, adding a new, human-

centric perspective to the evaluations.

• STAKEHOLDERS: Researchers and practitioners

collaborating within the SERT sub-projects.

• WHEN/HOW LONG: 2019-2024

Expected Outcomes
• Method for evaluating tester experience and

efficiency with new, smarter and intelligent test

tools and techniques

• Improved tooling for next generation test

automation

• Increased knowledge of how to achieve human-

machine symbiosis in Software Engineering tasks
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Author 1 et al. “A new test Approach: An Industrial Study”

Author 2 et al. “A method for Human-factor evaluation”

Transfer

method/results

WHY: Solutions that solve industrial challenges must operate together with other 

technical solutions and with human users. Considering the entire environment is

therefore necessary to achieve high usability, effectiveness and thereby efficiency.

Sub-project collaboration
• The illustration also exemplifies one way how

collaboration between sub-projects will take place

in the SERT research Profile.
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